
 

 

FOR GROUP LEADERS 
How to use this August Action Sheet 

 
This month’s Participate in your democracy action offers three nonpartisan suggestions for how your 
volunteers who want to help get-out-the-vote (GOTV) for upcoming elections can do that. If your whole 
chapter wants to help GOTV, then spend some time making a plan that involves everyone and include 
some time to celebrate your work and build camaraderie. If just a few individuals want to GOTV, they can 
find the links in the action sheet at cclusa.org/actionsheet  to get involved on their own.  If there is 
someone in your chapter who is good at organizing virtual group activities, ask them to lead this action.  

The Congress is ready! Rally your monthly-callers action aims to alert your existing Monthly Calling 
Campaign (MCC) callers to resume calling, enroll more MCC callers and sign up an MCC Admin if you don’t 
already have one. See if you can take your MCC to the next level so that soon most members of Congress 
will receive at least one call about climate every day. If you have an MCC Admin or an active MCC caller, 
ask them to send appreciation to their fellow MCC callers as they resume calling and as they make a plan 
to double the number of monthly-callers. Calling monthly is the easy action that people have been asking 
for! Invite someone who is good at calling Congress to lead this action during your virtual gathering.  

Check progress of your joint CCL meeting in August 

If your chapter is planning to invite an MOC to a joint CCL meeting in August, check in to see how the plans 
are progressing. Here are some questions to ask: 

1. Has the appointment setter settled on a date and time and invited the member of Congress? 
2. What will be the topic or topics? Remember to let your MOC talk about their favorite topics too. 
3. Have all the CCLers in your vicinity been invited to attend the Zoom (video conference) meeting? 
4. Is there a prominent community leader who is ready to speak persuasively or ask a strategic question 

and so should be invited to attend? 
5. Have you asked the MOC’s permission to post a screenshot of the video conference to social media? 

Remember that CCL and CCLers always keep confidential what was said in every meeting with Congress.   

A sample online meeting agenda (suggested time is 40-70 minutes) 

1. Go round robin and ask everyone to say one thing they’ve done to adapt to the pandemic. If you have a 
lot of attendees, put them in breakout rooms to do this. It’s helpful to start your meeting with people 
taking time to connect. - 5-10 minutes 

2. Invite your volunteers to share an action they have taken since the last meeting - 5-10 minutes 
3. Use Breakout Rooms to do the Communication exercise in the Action Sheet - 10 minutes 
4. Do the two actions and the bonus action in the Action Sheet - 5-10 minutes each 
5. End with each person stating what actions they will take in the next month - 5-10 minutes 
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